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Hmong Tree Eco-Trip

1 Day

Take a full deep breath and let's plant some trees to fulfill the forest richness together! Learn about Hmong lifestyle,
surrounded with nature. Hmong people are very famous in the area for handcraft and agriculture. The villagers can create
revenues from agriculture as a replacement from planting opium. Nowadays, Hmong people have played a vital part of
Northern Forest Restoration of Thailand. It is guaranteed that not only will this trip be another adventurous day of yours,
but this trip will also contribute knowledge, skills, and understandings in Hmong culture and lifestyle to generations
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Itinerary
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08:00

• HIGHLIGHTS •
Make a real difference to the

We'll pick you up from your hotel and transfer you to the centre.

local environment and give

Approximate transfer time is 60-minutes.

back to the planet on this

09:00

genuine eco-project

Arrive at the village, meet some of the community and learn more
about the way of life and how the Hmong communities operate
on a daily basis. We'll learn more about the Royal Project and the
fascinating history of opium planting in the region
Sip local tea and take a 4-wheel-drive car into the forest
Take a short walk out to where we will plant the trees. You will be
guided through the whole process by the local team at the
project. The trees will eventually become a mature part of the
local eco-system, helping to recover the planet

12:00

Discover the Hmong lifestyle
and their people
Be a part of the Royal forest
restoration project from the
careful process of soil
preparing to planting the
saplings
Get back to nature and take
in the fresh, clean air
Enjoy a special lunch taken
outside in the jungle

Take a rest from our project and refuel on delightful local food

LOL at the fun photo shoot

prepared in a banana leaf and eaten in the middle of the forest

and even purchase your own

surrounded by beautiful natural scenery

Hmong traditional costumes

13:00
Return to our project and planting even more trees to help the

EXTRA'S

regeneration of the region

If you would like help getting to
Chiang Mai, or you would like
16:00
help with booking a hotel within
Return to the village and we'll have the opportunity to try on the budget, just let us know
traditional costume for a fun photo shoot and great memories of Tel: 095 206 9093
a wonderful day making a difference
Or E-mail:
Head back to Chiang Mai and back to your hotel
contact@trunktravel.co.th

trunk travel co.,ltd. 1000/206 Sukhumvit Road 55, Watthana, Bangkok, 10110
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Important Information
What's Included

What's Not Included

Return transport from Chiang Mai city

Personal medical Insurance

All associated project costs

Transport to Chiang Mai - we can help if

Any admission fee

required

Daily support of English-speaking staff

I
Meals & Drinks not mentioned nstag
r
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Any tips or gratuities

from the project

Personal spending money

Very special lunch taken in the jungle
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Unforgettable project committed to
restoration and reforestation of the local
region
Public liability insurance
Exclusive HYGIENE KIT (pictured below)

GUESTS
Number of people
in your group
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1
2-3
4-5
6+
Note

COST
Per person

7,535
5,495
4,995
4,795

BOOK 3 & GET A 4th PLACE FREE!
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In the event that we' are unable to provide the accommodation
mentioned above, we will replace with other accommodation to the
same or higher standard. You will be notified about this at the
earliest possible opportunity.
If you decide not to use the booked services (accommodation,
transportation, etc.) provided in the list, we can not be responsible
for changes in quality or additional expenses.

Email: contact@trunktravel.co.th

คลิกเพือติดต่อเพือสํารองทัวร์ได้ที

Line:
@tiewgubtrunk
Line:
@tiewgubtrunk
Facebook:
เทียวกับทรังค์
Facebook: m.me/trunktravel
โทร: 092 594 9491
CALL: 095 206 9093

FOR DETAILS OF AVAILABLE PROMOTIONS
PLEASE CONTACT US

trunk travel co.,ltd. 1000/206 Sukhumvit Road 55, Watthana, Bangkok, 10110
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